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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 NHS Protect aims to limit the amount of fraud within the NHS to ensure the 

maximum amount of funds are available for patient care and services. 

Therefore recovering monies obtained through fraud is an important aspect of 

this aim.  

1.2 This policy sets out how the Trust will approach financial redress when dealing 

with detected or suspected fraud and corruption. In promoting the Trust’s zero 

tolerance to fraud this policy demonstrates that where fraud is proven the Trust 

will always seek financial redress wherever possible to recover losses to fraud. 

This reinforces the Trust’s commitment to ensuring valuable resources are 

safeguarded and used for the delivery of high quality patient care and services.  

1.3 This policy applies to all members of staff both permanent and temporary, 

practitioners, internal and external contractors and patients. The policy is 

available on the Trust’s intranet under ‘Counter Fraud’.  

1.4 It is important to emphasis that whilst this policy provides a framework to apply 

redress it is not prescriptive. The decision on which method of redress to apply 

will be made on a case by case basis and take account of any legal or Trust 

constraints.  

1.5 This policy should be read in conjunction with the Trust’s Anti-Fraud and Bribery 

Policy.  

2. RESPONSIBILITIES 

2.1 The Local Counter Fraud Specialist: 

 Advises the Trust on the evidence available to be able to seek recovery of 

funds. 

 Ensures that all records are of sufficient quality to be able to support the 

recovery process. 

 Liaises with NHS Protect to obtain guidance and advice as appropriate and 

inform the Trust. 

 Seeks agreement with the Director of Finance on the most appropriate 

course of action (or the CEO if the Director of Finance is implicated). 

 Liaises with the relevant Line manager and Payroll manager to facilitate 

any deductions from salaries.  

 Monitors and records the progress of recoveries and report progress to 

the Director of Finance and the Audit Committee. 

Contac t details for the Local Counter Fraud Specialist (LCFS) can be located on 

the Trust’s Intranet site. 
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2.2 The Director Of Finance: 

 Meets with the LCFS/NHS Protect and a legal advisor to seek appropriate 

advice and guidance before deciding on a course of action for recovery. 

 Agrees appropriate course of action for recovery. 

 Ensures that the Trust is effective in recovering any losses incurred to 

fraud and corruption. 

 Ensures that civil redress is progressed effectively through the Trust’s 

Finance department. 

3. RECOVERY OF LOSSES INCURRED DUE TO FRAUD AND CORRUPTION 

3.1 The seeking of financial redress or recovery of losses should always be 

considered in cases of fraud or corruption that are investigated by either the 

LCFS or NHS Protect where a loss is identified. As a general rule, recovery of the 

loss caused by the perpetrator should always be sought. The decisions must be 

taken in the light of the particular circumstances of each case.  

3.2 Redress allows resources that are lost to fraud and corruption to be returned to 

the NHS for use as intended, for provision of high-quality patient care and 

services.  

3.3 In cases of serious fraud and corruption, it is recommended that parallel 

sanctions are applied. For example: disciplinary action relating to the status of 

the employee in the NHS; use of civil law to recover lost funds, use of criminal 

law to apply an appropriate criminal penalty upon the individual(s), and/or a 

possible referral of information and evidence to external bodies – for example, 

professional bodies – if appropriate. 

3.4 NHS Protect can also apply to the courts to make a restraining order or 

confiscation order under the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (POCA). This means 

that a person’s money may be taken away from them if it is concluded that the 

person benefited from the crime. It could also include restraining assets during 

the course of the investigation.  

3.5 Actions which may be taken when considering seeking redress include: 

 no further action 

 Penalty charges (falsely claiming assistance with NHS Health Charges) 

 criminal investigation  

 civil recovery 

 disciplinary action  

 confiscation order under POCA 

 provisions available under Anti-money laundering (AML) legislation 
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 recovery sought from ongoing salary payments or pensions. 

3.6 In some cases (taking into consideration all the facts of a case), it may be that 

the Trust, under guidance from the LCFS and with the approval of the Director 

of Finance, decides that no further recovery action is taken.  

3.7 Section 39 of the Health Act 1999 provides for a penalty charge to be imposed 

where a person fails to pay any amount in respect of NHS charges. The Penalty 

Charge Regulations came into effect on 1 November 2000. The penalty charge is 

a civil fine payable by someone who fraudulently obtains help with NHS health 

charges for themselves or someone else. The penalty payable is five times the 

amount of the NHS charge owed, up to a maximum of £100, plus the unpaid 

charge itself. For cases of repeated or persistent fraud of this nature may be 

considered for criminal action.  

3.8 Criminal investigations are primarily used for dealing with any criminal activity. 

The main purpose is to determine if activity was undertaken with criminal 

intent. Following such an investigation, it may be necessary to bring this activity 

to the attention of the criminal courts (Magistrates’ Court and Crown court). 

Depending on the extent of the loss and the proceedings in the case, it may be 

suitable for the recovery of losses to be considered under POCA. 

3.9 The civil recovery route is also available to the Trust if this is cost-effective and/or 

desirable for deterrence purposes. This could involve a number of options such 

as applying through the Small Claims Court and/or recovery through debt 

collection agencies. Each case needs to be discussed with the Director of Finance 

to determine the most appropriate action. 

3.10 The appropriate senior manager, in conjunction with the HR department, will be 

responsible for initiating any necessary disciplinary action in accordance with the 

Trust’s Disciplinary policy. Arrangements may be made to recover losses via 

payroll if the subject is still employed by. In all cases, current legislation must be 

complied with. 

3.11 Action to recover losses should be commenced as soon as practicable after the 

loss has been identified. Given the various options open to the Trust, it may be 

necessary for various departments to liaise about the most appropriate option. 

3.12 In order to provide assurance that policies were adhered to, the Director of 

Finance will maintain a record highlighting when recovery action was required 

and issued and when the action taken. This will be reviewed and updated on a 

regular basis. 

4. REVIEW 

4.1 This policy will be reviewed periodically and updated to take account of any 

major changes in the Trust and will include: 

 Monitoring its effectiveness 

 Taking account of any relevant changes in legislation or other guidance 

 Reviewing the policy in light of any comments received. 
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  APPENDIX A 
 
EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
 
Equality Impact Assessment Tool 
 
     
 
Equality Impact Assessment Tool                              

STAGE 1 – SCREENING 

 

Name & Job Title of Assessor:    
Gill Rejzl, Trust Secretary 
 

Date of Initial Screening:  
October 2014 

Policy or Function to be assessed: Financial Redress Policy 

  Yes/No Comments 

1. Does the policy, function, service or project 
affect one group more or less favourably than 
another on the basis of: 

  

  Race & Ethnic background 
No  

  Gender including transgender 
No  

  Disability:- This will include consideration in 
terms of impact to persons with learning 
disabilities, autism or on individuals who may 
have a cognitive impairment or lack capacity to 
make decisions about their care  

No  

  Religion or belief 
No  

  Sexual orientation  
No  

  Age 
No  

  No  

2. Does the public have a perception/concern 
regarding the potential for discrimination? 

No  

If the answer to any of the questions above is yes, please complete a full Stage 2 Equality Impact 
Assessment. 

 

Signature of Assessor: G REJZL  Date: OCTOBER 2014 

 

Signature of Line Manager:     Date:    


